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English 

Instructions 

For 

Gina'masuti'l 

 

These translaed instructions for each unit are provided by: 

 

`Gjiga'qaquj aq 

 

 
Listuguj, Gespe'gewa'gi © 2013 

 
The translation of the instructions in each unit are provided here primarily for people 

who are not speakers of the Mi'gmewei Tli'suti. 

 
Each page of each unit is indicated in this text with an abbreviated notation. For 
example, 1G-3n means First Learning Unit (Gina’masuti), the third page, 2G-23n means 
Second Learning Unit (Gina’masuti) the twenty third page, etc.  
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The Letters Used in the Lessons, Gina’masuti’l 
 

Five vowels are used in the gina’masuti’l. They are: 

A, a – usually pronounced as it is in amu (bee) or na (it is). 

E, e – usually pronounced as it is in epit used in Gejigiaq epit, (In the corner he sits). 

I, i – usually pronounce as it is in iga’toq used in Iga’toq gejigiaq, (He placed it in the 

corner). 

U, u usually pronounced as it is in the Word ula (this) or ulugun (her/his thigh). 

O, o usually pronounced as it is in oqwatn used in Oqwatnug teje’g (In the north it is 

cold). 

 

Eleven consonants are used in the gina’masuti’l. They are: 

 

G, g which has basically three ways it is pronounced, 1 as in gopit (beaver) at the 

beginning of a word, 2 as in gisigu (elder) or tegen (which) as it occurs between vowels 

and 3 gisgateg (it is ready) as it occurs with another consonant or at the end of a word. 

J, j which has basically three ways it is pronounced, 1 as in ji’nm (man) at the beginning 

of a word, 2 as in epijig (they sit) as it occurs between vowels and 3 nujjinen (our father) 

or jagej (lobster) as it occurs with another consonant or at the end of a word. 

L, l which has basically one pronunciation as in lentug (deer), gilu (your food). 

M, m which has basically one pronunciation as it mui’n (bear) or mimajit (s/he lives). 

N, n which has basically one pronunciation as in ni’n (I) or ninen (we or us). 

P, p which has basically three ways it is pronounced, 1 as in pugsugl (firewood) at the 

beginning of a word, 2 as in epijig (they sit) as it occurs between vowels and 3 welpit (it 

is nicely situated) or sisip (water bird) as it occurs with another consonant or at the end 

of a word. 

Q, q which has basically one pronunciation as in qospem (lake) or teliaq (it is true). 

S. s which has basically one pronunciation as in sasap (jellyfish) or matues (porcupine) 

but with some unique pronunciations where it is pronounced as it is in na’gu’set (sun). 

T, t which has basically three ways it is pronounced, 1 as in tia’m (moose) at the 

beginning of a word, 2 as in eteg (it is situated) or weti (worm) as it occurs between 
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vowels and 3 wetqane’g (it is mild weather) or as in gaqamit (he stands) as it occurs 

with another consonant or at the end of a word. 

W, w has basically one pronunciation as in wapus (rabbit) or mal’tew (blood.) 

 

The letter y which only rightfully occurs on some unique verbs. For example it occurs in 

the word eygig (they are present) or amalgaygup (we danced.) You notice that in both 

words the letter g is prounced as if it was with another consonant. Hence in the units it 

is noted pronounced as the letter y but written with the letter i.  

 

Two accents are used in the gina’masuti’l. They are: 

The apistrophe [ ‘ ] is used to indicate that the letter preceding the apostrophe is 

lengthened as it is pronounced, as in a’papi (rope), u’niaq (it is getting foggy) gun’tew 

(stone) or `l’luigneg (seven). 

The grave accent [ ` ] is used to indicate a stressed consonant, as in `ms`t (all), 

pena’s`g (it is open,) sa’se’wi’g`g (s/he changes the writing,) or `N’nu (First Nation 

person.) 

 

There are two unique consonant blends used in the gina’masuti’l. 

Gw, gw has basically three pronunciations just like the letter g. Here are some 

examples: gwitn (canoe), gnugwatign (letter), welgwijing (he is in good spirits) and 

`N’nu’sgw (First Nation woman) 

Qw and qw basically has one pronunciation as in oqwatn (north) or walqwan (rainbow.) 
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English Instructions 
 

Amgwesewei Gina’masuti – First Learning Unit 
 

1G-3n 

First Learning Unit For the student 

Raven and his friends wrote this in 1996 

In 2013 it was revised. 

Listuguj Gespe’g land/district 

This text comes from it : Raven and Listuguj Education Directorate – Listuguj Mi’gmaq 

Government 

We want to help you read and write the first nation language 
 

1G-4n  

Greeting/Hello! 

I am the teacher. 

I am called “My language Page”. 

I want to tell you: 

            1. How  you will  say five letters 

            2. How you will hear the same letters when they occurs in syllables, 

            3. How  you will name (speak of) the same letters and 

            4. How you will write the same letters. 

The letters you will meet are n, p, s, i and u. 

 

1G-5n 

Contents for this teaching unit 

The first teaching unit  3rd page 

Greetings I am the teacher 4th page 

Contents for this teaching unit 5th page 

The letter N   6th page 

The letter P   8th page 

The letter S   10th page 

How you say it is the letter P 12th page 

The letter I   14th page 

The letter U   16th page 

Again lets study   18th page 

Let’s read it   20th page 

Write it is letters   22nd page 

Read how what it is written 23rd page 

Again let’s read it  24th page 
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1G-7n 

Read what is written below and you will know when a thing you should say or you should do. 

Each number is sitting near an arrow, on page six. 

Look where each arrow sits going toward. 

1. The first arrow sits going toward a picture. This picture is a leaf. Say nipi! 

2. The second arrow sits going toward a word. This it is the word nipi. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow sits going toward a letter. It is named like the first small part thus you say how it is placed it is in the 

word [`n·tus] my daughter. `N it is the first syllable how it is placed it is in the word `ntus, my daughter. Say N! 

4. The fourth arrow sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one how when you hear the word nipi? 

5. The fifth one sits going toward a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one how when you hear the word nipi? 

7. The seventh one sits going toward a letter. What is the name of this letter ? 

 

The First Nation People write the letter n how when they hear him it is the first letter when it sits it is in the word nipi. 

 

1G-9n 

Read what is written below and you will know when a thing you should say or you should do. 

Each number is sitting near an arrow, on page eight. 

Look where each arrow it sits going toward. 

1. The first arrow sits going toward a picture. This picture is firewood. Say pugsugl! 

2. The second one sits going toward a word. This it is the word pugsugl. Read this word! 

3. The third one it sits going toward a letter. This it is the letter p (P). It is named like thus you say the 

syllable, p`, how it is located it is the word tea, p`·tewei. Say p! 

4. The fourth one sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one how when you hear the word 

pugsugl? 

5. The fifth one sits going toward a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one how when you hear the word 

pugsugl? 

7. The seventh one sits going toward a letter. What is named this letter? 

The First Nation People write the letter p how when they hear it is the first letter when it sits in the word 

pugsugl. 

 

Page 1G-11n 

Read what is written below and you will know when a thing you should say or you should do. 

Each number is sitting near an arrow on page ten. 

Look at where each arrow sits going toward. 

1. The first arrow sits going toward a picture. This it is a picture of a water bird. Say sisip! 

2. The second one sits going toward a word. This it is the word sisip. Read this word! 
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3. The third one sits going toward a letter. This it is the letter s (S). It is named like thus you say it is the 

syllable s` when it is situated in the word maple tree, s`·nawei. Say s! 

4. The fourth one sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one how when you hear the word 

sisip? 

5. The fifth one sits going toward a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one how when you hear the word 

sisip? 

7. The seventh one sits going toward a letter. What is named this letter? 

 

The First Nation People write the letter s how when they hear the first letter when it sits in the word sisip. 

 

Page 1G-13n 

Read what is written below and you will know what you should say and what you should do. 

 

Read it is the words written on page twelve! 

It is the first letter when it sits it is in the word 'pugsugl,' you do not say like you say the letter p when it sits it is in the 

word 'sisip.' 

It is the last letter when it sits it is in the word 'sisip,' you do not say like you say the letter p when it sits it is in the 

word 'nipi.' 

When sits it is the letter p in a word, he/it is controlled when he/it is said. 

 

Each letter p you say differently how when you say it is the words how they are written below, but the same you write 

them. Read those words and you will know it is true. How sits it is the letter p he/it is controlled when you say it. 

a water bird 

a water bird that is being acted upon 

water birds 

a water bird that is not visible 

 

It is the letter p you say differently how when it is sitting different positions in First Nation words but the same you 

write it. 

The same letter you use for to write each letter when he is missing it is on the twelfth page. 

Now read each word and write each letter when it is missing! 

 

Page 1G-15n 

Read what is written below and you will know how a thing you should say or you should do. 

Each number is pointing to an arrow it is on page fourteen. 

Look at where each arrow is sits going toward. 

 

1. The first arrow sits going toward a picture. I it is and I put the book on the table. Say iga'tu! 

2. The second one sits going toward a word. This is the word iga'tu, I put it. Read this word! 
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3. The third one sits going toward a letter. The letter is named like it is said. It is called like the first letter 

how it sits in the word I put it, i·ga'tu. Say i!  

4. The fourth one sits going toward syllables. The first one it is a letter. How do you hear this letter how 

when you hear it is the word iga'tu? 

5. The fifth one sits going toward a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. The first one it is a letter. How do you hear this letter how 

when you hear it is the word iga'tu? 

7. The seventh one lays going toward a letter. Remember this letter is named the same when it is said. 

What is named this letter? 

 

The First Nation People write the letter i how when they hear it is the first letter when it sits in the word 

iga'tu. 

 

Page 1G-17n 

Read what is written below and you will know how a thing you should say or you should do. 

Each number is pointing to an arrow it is on page sixteen. 

Look at where each arrow is lying toward. 

1. The first arrow sits going toward a picture. Someone shows you what thing it is in his hand. He says, 'This.' Say 

ula! 

2. The second one sits going toward it is the word ula. Read the word! 

3. The third one sits going toward a letter. It is named like it is said. It is named like you say the first letter how it sits in 

the word u·la, this. Say U! 

4. The fourth one sits going toward syllables. The first one it is a letter. How do you hear this letter how when you 

hear the word ula? 

5. The fifth one sits going toward a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. The first one it is a letter. How do you hear this letter how when you hear 

it is the word ula? 

7. The seventh one sits going toward a letter. Remember this letter is named like when it is said. How named is this 

letter? 

 

The Gaspesians and Foggy Land People write it is the letter u how when they hear it is the first letter in the word ula. 

The Elders write it is the letter o. 

 

Page 1G-19n 

Again let's study. Look at page eighteen! 

 

Letters 

How is he named it is the first letter when it sits under Gnugwatigng? 

How is he named the second letter? 

How is he named the third letter? 

How is he named the fourth letter? 
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How is he named the fifth letter? 

Under each letter write the same letter. 

 

Syllables 

How do you hear the first syllable when it is located it is in the word nipi? 

How do you hear the second syllable when it is located it is in the word nipi? 

How do you hear the second syllable when it is located it is in the word pugsugl? 

How do you hear the second syllable when it is located it is in the word sisip? 

How do you hear the first syllable when it is located it is in the word sisip? 

How do you hear the first syllable when it is located it is in the word iga’tu? 

How do you hear the first syllable when it is located it is in the word ula? 

Under each syllable write it is the same thing! 

 

Words. 

Can you read it is the words written under Glusuaqann? 

Under each word it is the same word is located. 

Write each letter how when it is missing from those words. 

 

Page 1G-21n 

Look at the twentieth page. 

 

Can you read it is the first word? 

Thus you say like you say it is the first syllable how it is located it is in the two words written below: 

stop 

picture. 

Can you read it is the words how they are written with it is the number 2? 

Read it is the words how they are written with it is the number 3? 

Read it is the words how they are written with it is the number 4? 

Can you read it is the words how they are written with it is the number 5? 

The last one it is a new word. Can you read it?  

 

Page 1G-22n 

Write it is the letters how they are not sitting in each of word! 

 

Page 1G-23n 

Can you read what thing is written this here? 

 

Page 1G-24n 

Again let’s read words! 
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Ta’puewei Gina’masuti – Second Learning Unit 
 

Page TG-4n 

Hello! 

Do you remember me? 

I am My language Leaf. 

I am the teacher 

I want to tell you: 

              1. How you say five letters, 

              2. How you hear it is the same letters when they sit in a syllables, 

              3. How you will mention the same letters and 

              4. How you write the same letters. 

The letters you will meet are, g, t, w, a and e. 

 

Page TG-6n 

Again let’s study letters. 

There are three consonants. 

There are two vowels. 

 

Page TG-7n 

Can you read this page? 

 

Not yet you can read it? Continue studying. 

 

Page TG-9n 

Read what is written below and you will know what to say or what to do. 

 

Each number is sitting near an arrow on page eight. 

Look at where each arrow is sitting toward. 

1. The first arrow sits going toward a picture. This picture is a beaver. Say gopit! 

2. The second arrow sits going toward a word. This is the word gopit. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow sits going toward a letter. It is named like thus you say the first small part how it is in 

the word g`p`ta’q [g`·p`ta’q], (It is above). G` is a syllable in the word g`p`ta’q Say g! 

4. The fourth arrow sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word 

gopit? 

5. The fifth one sits going toward a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word gopit? 

7. The seventh one sits going toward a letter. What is this letter named? 
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The people from Gespe’g and those Elders write the letter g when they hear the first letter in the word 

gopit but the people from Nova Scotia write it with the letter k. 

 

Page TG-11n 

Read what is written below and you will know what to say or what to do. 

 

Each number is sitting near an arrow on page eight. 

Look at where each arrow sits going toward. 

1. The first arrow is sits going toward a picture. This picture is a bee. Say amu! 

2. The second arrow sits going toward a word. This is the word amu. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow sits going toward a letter. This is the letter is said like it is named. It is named like you 

say the first letter in the word amu. Say a! 

4. The fourth arrow sits going toward syllables. The first one is a letter. How do you hear this letter when 

you hear the word amut? 

5. The fifth one sits going toward a word. Read this word! 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. The first one is a letter. How do you hear this letter when you 

hear the word amut? 

7. The seventh one sits going toward a letter. Remember this letter it is named like when thys it is 

mentioned. What is this letter named? 

 

The First Nation people write the letter a when they hear the first letter in the word amu. 

 

Page TG-13n 

Read what is written below and you will know what to say or what to do. 

 

Each number is sitting near an arrow on page twelve. 

Look at where each arrow sits going toward. 

1. The first arrow sits going toward a picture. This picture is a flower. Say wasueg! 

2. The second arrow sits going toward a word. This is the word wasueg. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow sits going toward a letter. This is the letter W). It is named like you say the second 

small one that is located in the word e’w`gig [e’w`·gig], (I use them). W`· is a syllable Say w! 

4. The fourth arrow sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word 

wasueg? 

5. The fifth one sits going toward a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word 

wasueg? 

7. The seventh one sits going toward a letter. What is this letter named? 
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The people from Quebec and those from Fog Land write the letter w when they hear the first letter in the 

word wasueg but the elders write it with the letter o. 

 

Page TG-15n 
 

Look at the pictures sitting on the fourteenth page! 

Read the words written there! 

The first letter in the word gopit, you do not say like you say the letter g in the word wasueg. 

The last letter in the word sisguig, you do not say like you say the letter g in the word iga'tu. 

Where sits the same letter determines (bosses) how it is said. 

Each letter g you say differently how when you say the words that are written below but you write them 

the same. Read these words and you will know that it is true. Where the letter g sits controls how you say 

it. 

 gopit (a beaver)                          gopitg (beaver more than one) 

 wasueg (a flower)                      wasuegl (flowers) 

 pugsug (a piece of firewood)     pugsugl (firewood) 

The letter g you say differently when it is sitting in different positions in First Nation words but you write it 

the same. 

The same letter you use to write each letter that is missing on page fourteen. 

Now read each word and write each letter that is missing! 

You do not say the letter g when sitting in the word wasueg like you say the letter g sitting in the word 

wasuegl. 

You do not say the letter g when sitting in the word pugsug like you say the letter g sitting in the word 

pugsugl. 

 

Page TG-17n 
 

Read what is written below and you will know how what to say and what to do. 

Each number is near an arrow, on page sixteen. 

Look at where each arrow is sits going toward. 

1. The first arrow sits going toward a picture. This picture is a moose. Say tia'm! 

2. The second arrow sits going toward a word. This is the word tia'm. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow sits going toward a letter. This is the letter t (T). It is named like you say the syllable t` 

that is in the word tlawo’q [t`·lawo’q], (knife). Say !t 

4. The fourth arrow sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word 

tia'm? 

5. The fifth one sits going towards at a word. Read this word! 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word tia'm? 
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7. The seventh one sits going toward a letter. What is this letter named? 

The First Nation people write the letter t when they hear the first letter in the word tia'm. 

 

Page TG-19n 
 

Read what is written below and you will know what to say and what to do! 

Each number is near an arrow it is, on page eighteen. 

Look at where each arrow is sits going toward. 

1. The first arrow sits going toward a picture. A leaf epit (is sitting) on the mud. Say epit! 

2. The second one sits going toward a word. This is the word epit. Read this word! 

3. The third one sits going toward a letter. This letter is named the same as it is said. It is called like the 

first letter in the word epit. [e·pit] (he is sitting). Say e!  

4. The fourth one sits going toward syllables. The first one it is a letter. How do you hear this letter when 

you hear it is the word epit? 

5. The fifth one sits going toward a word. Read this word! 

6. The sixth one sits going toward syllables. How do you hear the first letter when you hear the word epit? 

7. The seventh one points at a letter. Remember this letter is named the same as it is said. What is this 

letter named? 

 

The First Nation people write the letter e when they hear the first letter in the word epit. 

 

Page TG-21n 

 

Let's review (Again study)!  

Look at page twenty!  

 

Letters 

What is he called the first letter (sitting under Gnugwatigng)? 

What is he called the second letter? 

What is he called the third letter? 

What is he called the fourth letter? 

What is he called the fifth letter? 

Under each letter write the same letter. 

 

Syllables 

How do you hear the second syllable in the word gopit? 

How do you hear the first syllable in the word wasueg? 

How do you hear the last syllable in the word wasueg? 
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How do you hear the first syllable in the word epit? 

How do you hear the last syllable in the word epit? 

How do you hear the first syllable in the word amu? 

How do you hear the first syllable in the word tia’m? 

Under each syllable write the same syllable! 

 

Words 

Can you read the words written under Glusuaqann? 

Under each word the same letter is located. 

Write each letter that is missing from those words. 

 

Page TG-22n 

Let’s read what is written on this page! 

Page TG-23n 

Let’s read what thing is written on this here! 

Page TG-24n 

Write it is the letters that are not located in each word! 

Page TG-25n 

Write the letters that are not located in each word! 

Page TG-26n 

Can you read what thing is written on this page! 

Page TG-27n 

Again let’s study words! 

 

Si’stewei Gina’masuti – Third Learning Unit 

 

Page SG-4n 

Greeting 

 

I want to tell you: 

 

1 how you will say five letters, 

2 how you will hear it is the same letters when they sit in syllables, 

3 how you will speak of it is the same letters and 

4 how you will write them it is the same letters. 

The letters I talk about are j, l, m, o and q. 

 

Page SG-6n 
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Again lets study letters 

Six consonants 

Four vowels 

 

Page SG-7n 

Can you read this page? 

Just at not you can’t read it, continue studying. 

 

Page SG-9n 

Read what is written below and you will know how when a thing you could say or you could do. 

Each number is sitting near an arrow it is page eight 

Look at when each arrow sits going to. 

 

1. The first arrow is sits going to a picture. This picture is a man. Say ji'nm! 

2. The second arrow sits going to a word. This is the word ji'nm. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow sits going to a letter. This is the letter you say like thus you say the second small one 

when it is located it is the word gujmug (outside). J` it is a syllable when it is located it is the word gujmug. 

Say j! 

4. The fourth arrow sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first syllable how when you hear it is the 

word ji’nm? 

5. The fifth one sits going to a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first one how when you hear the word ji'nm? 

7. The seventh one sits going to a letter. What is this letter named? 

 

The people from the Gespe’g region and those from Fog land write it is the letter j when they hear the first 

letter when it sits in the word ji''nm but the Elders write it is the letter t and the letter j. 

 

Page SG-11n 
 

Read what is written below and you will know when a thing you should say or you should do. 

Each number sits near an arrow it is on page ten. 

 Look at where each arrow sits going to. 

1. The first arrow is sits going to a picture. This picture is a deer. Say lentug! 

2. The second arrow sits going to a word. This is the word lentug. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow sits going to a letter. It is named like thus you say the first small one when it is the word 

`lpa, (really, truly). `L it is a syllable when it is located it is the word `lpa. Say l! 

4. The fourth arrow sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word lentug? 

5. The fifth one sits going to a word. Can you read this word? 
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6. The sixth one sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word lentug? 

7. The seventh one sits going to a letter. What is this letter named? 

 

The First Nation people write the letter l when they hear the first letter in the word lentug. 

 

Page SG-13n 

Read what is written below and you will know when a thing you should say or you should do. 

Each number sits near an arrow it is on page ten. 

 Look at where each arrow sits going to. 

1. The first arrow is sits going to a picture. This picture is a bear. Say mui’n! 

2. The second arrow sits going to a word. This is the word mui’n. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow sits going to a letter. It is named like thus you say the first small one when it is the word 

`ms`t, (all). `M it is a syllable when it is located it is the word `ms`t. Say m! 

4. The fourth arrow sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word mui’n? 

5. The fifth one sits going to a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word mui’n? 

7. The seventh one sits going to a letter. What is this letter named? 

 

The First Nation people write the letter l when they hear the first letter in the word mui’n. 

 

Page SG-15n 

Read what is written below and you will know when a thing you should say or you should do. 

Each number sits near an arrow it is on page ten. 

 Look at where each arrow sits going to. 

1. The first one is sits going to two pictures. One it is when it is dark. Say oqonitpa’q! The other it is when 

in the north. Say oqwatnug! 

2. The second one sits going to words. These it is words it is dark and in the north. Can you read these 

words? 

3. The third one sits going to a letter. This letter is named like thus you say the first syllable when it is the 

word oqwatnug, (in the north). Say o! 

4. The fourth one sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word 

oqonitpa’q? How do you hear the first one when you hear the word oqwatnug? 

5. The fifth one sits going to a word. Can you read these words? 

6. The sixth one sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word oqwatnug? 

7. The seventh one sits going to a letter. Remember it this letter is called like when it is mentioned. How is 

it named this letter? 
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The people from the Gespe’g Region and the people from Fog Land  write the letter o when they hear the 

first letter when it sits in the word oqwatnug but the Elders write it ô. 

Page SG-16n 

How you say the letter t. 

 

Page SG-17n 

 

Look at the pictures on page 16 they are sitting! 

Read the words! 

The first letter, when it sits in the word tia'm, you do not say like you say the letter t in the word gopit. 

The last letter, when it sits in the word gopit, you do not say like you say the letter t in the word iga'toq or 

gopital. 

The letter t, when it sits in the word lentug, you do not say like thus you say t when it sits it is in the word 

iga’toq or oqwatnug. 

When it sits the same letter it is bossed when it is mentioned. 

Each t you say differently how when you say the words that are written below but you write them the 

same. Read these words and you will know that it is true. 

 gopit (beaver)                   gopitaq (some beaver) 

 gopit (beaver)                   gopital (a beaver acted upon) 

 tege'g (it is cold)      `tge'tew (it will be cold) 

 tege'g (it is cold)      wesamitge'g (it is overly cold) 

Remember it! Wehere it sits the same letter it is bossed when thus you say it. 

It is the letter t you say differently when it is sitting in different positions in First Nation words but the same 

you write it. 

The same letter you use to write each letter that is missing on page sixteen. 

Now read each word and write each letter when that is missing! 

 

Page SG-19n 

Read what is written below and you will know when a thing you should say or should do. 

Each number sits near an arrow it is on page eighteen. 

Look how each arrow sits going to. 

1. The first arrow sits going to a picture. This picture is a caribou. Say qalipu! 

2. The second arrow sits going to a word. This is the word qalipu. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow sits going to a letter. This it is the letter q (Q). It is named like you say q` or qa when is 

in the word glusuaqan [glusua·qan gisna glusua·q`n], (word). Q it is the first letter when it is located it is in 

the last small part thus you say. Say q (Q)! 

4. The fourth arrow sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word qalipu? 

5. The fifth arrow sits going to a word. Can you read this word? 
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6. The sixth arrow sits going to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear the word qalipu? 

7. The seventh arrow sits going to a letter. What is this letter named? 

The Gaspesian People and the Fog Land People write the letter q when they hear the first letter in the 

word qalipu but the Elders write g. 

 

Page SG-21n 
 

Again let's study! 

Look at page twenty!  

 

Letters 

 How do you name the first letter when it sits under Letters? 

How do you name the second letter?  

How do you name the third letter? 

How do you name the fourth letter? 

How do you name the fifth letter? 

Under each letter write the same letter! 

 

Syllables 

How do you hear the first syllable when it is located it is the word ji’nm? 

How do you hear the first syllable when it is located it is the word lentug? 

How do you hear the last syllable when it is located it is the word lentug? 

How do you hear the first syllable when it is located it is the word mui’n? 

How do you hear the first syllable when it is located it is the word qalipu? 

How do you hear the last syllable when it is located it is the word qalipu? 

How do you hear the second syllable when it is located it is the word qalipu? 

How do you hear the last syllable when it is located it is the word oqwatnug? 

Under each word write the same syllable or letter! 

 

Words 

Can you read it is the words written under Words? 

Under each word it is the same word it is located. 

Write each letter when you hear those words! 

 

Page SG-22n 

Let’s read it! 

Some words are new but you know it is the letters. 

 

Page SG-24n 
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Write it is the letters when not they sit in each word! 

 

Page SG-26n 

Can you read when a thing is written on this page? 

 

Ne’wewei Gina’masuti – Fourth Learning Unit 
 

Page 4G-4n 

Hello! 

Let’s talk about 

gu and gw, 

gw and qw, 

some syllables, 

large letters and little letters. 

 

Page 4G-6n 

Ten consonants 

 

Page 4G-7n 

Five vowels 

 

Page 4G-8n 

Read the first word! 

First thus you say gu- and it is then you say it is the rest of the same word. 

 

Read the second word! 

First thus you say gwi- and it is then you say is is the rest of the same word. 

 

Read the third word! 

How when you read this word, first you say sis- and it is then you say –gu. First thus you say sis- and last 

thus you say –gu. 

 

Read the fourth word! 

How when you read this word, first you say ug- and it is then you say –sisgw. First thus you say ug- and 

last thus you say –sisgw. 

 

Page 4G-9n 

Gu- and gwi- it is they are small they are said (syllables). 
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How when you read it is the word guow, gu- it is the first small one you say. Gu- it is a syllable. 

How when you read it is the word gwitn, gwi- it is the first small one you say. Gwi- is a syllable. 

How when you read it is the word gisigu. –gu it is the last it is a small one you say. –Gu it is a syllable. 

How when you read it is the word gisigui’sgw, -I’sgw it is the last it is a small one you say. –I’sgw it is a 

syllable. Gw and other letters it is a syllable. 

Always you say gw with another or other letters in First Nation words. 

Usually you say gu but sometimes you say gu and another or other letters in First Nation words. 

Read it is the words how they are written below and you will know it is true. 

 

Page 4G-10n 

Can you read those words how –gu and –gw they are written? 

 

Page 4G-11n 

Gw and qw 

How when you hear it is the word “above,” -gwei it is the last a small one thus you hear it. –Gwei it is a 

syllable. 

How when you hear it is the word”what,” -qwei it is the last a small one thus you hear. –Qwei it is a 

syllable. 

Differently you hear it –gwei  plus not you hear it –qwei. 

How when you hear it is the word  “Listuguj,” -guj it is the last a small one thus you hear it. -Guj it is a 

syllable. 

How when you hear the word “crow,” –quj it is the last a small one thus you hear it. –Quj it is a ssyllable 

Differently you hear it –guj plus not you hear it –quj. 

 

Page 4G-12n 

Can you read those words how –gw and –qw they are written? 

 

Page 4G-13n 

Write it is the words how not they are written in each word! 

 

Page 4G-14n 

A, E, I, O and U it is they are big letters. 

A, E, I, O and U it is they are big letters but a. e. i. o. and u it is they are small letters. 

 

Page 4G-15n 

Five vowels thus they are mentioned in First Nation words. 

Look at page fourteen! 
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The first vowel it is A. Thus you will mention this vowel like thus you say it is the first letter when it sits it is 

the word Amu, (bee). How when you will write “Bee looks good” it is the first letter thus you will write it is 

the letter A. This A it is a big letter. 

The second vowel it is E. Thus you will mention this vowel like thus you say it is the first letter when it sits 

it is the word Epit, (s/he sits). How when you will write “S/he sits in bud” it is the first letter thus you will 

write it is the letter E. This E it is a big letter. 

The third vowel it is I. Thus you will mention this vowel like thus you say it is the first letter when it sits it is 

the word Iga’toq, (s/he places it). How when you will write “S/he places it on the table” it is the first letter 

thus you will write it is the letter I. This I it is a big letter. 

The fourth vowel it is O. Thus you will mention this vowel like thus you say it is the first letter when it sits it 

is the word Oqatnug, (in the north). How when you will write “In the north it is much cold” it is the first letter 

thus you will write it is the letter O. This O it is a big letter. 

The fifth vowel it is U. Thus you will mention this vowel like thus you say it is the first letter when it sits it is 

the word Ula, (this). How when you will write “This it is you want it” it is the first letter thus you will write it 

is the letter U. This U it is a big letter. 

The rest of the letters are small letters. 

You will write big letters how when this letter it is the first letter in a name or it is the first letter how when it 

sits in a thought how when the same you want to write it. 

Now read the rest how they are written on the fourteenth page. 

 

Page 4G-16n 

How do you hear the letter j? 

It is the letter J differently you say how when differently it sits in First Nation words but the same you write 

it. How it sits each J controls how you mention (say) it. 

 

Page 4G-17n 

Look at the pictures when situated on ten plus six page. Read the words! 

It is the first letter when it sits it is in the word ji’nm, not you say it like J when situated on it is the word 

Listuguj. 

Read the word mijipjewei (food). Not you say it is J situated between two vowels like thus you say it is 

another J when it sits it is the same word. 

It is the last letter when sitting it is the word Listuguj, not you say like it is the third letter when it sits it is 

the word food. 

It is the third letter how it sits it is the word gajuej (cat) thus you say like it is the third letter how it sits it is 

the word food. 
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Read it is the words how they are written on ten plus six page and you will know differently you say it is 

the letter J. How it sits each J it is controlled how you say it. 

It is the letter J differently you say how when differently it sits in First Nation words but the same you write 

it. 

The same letter you use for to write each letter how it is missing on ten plus six page. 

Now read each word and write each letter how each it is missing. 

 

Page 4G-18n 

How you say it is the letters gw? 

It is the letter G with it is the letter W differently you say how when differently it sits in First Nation words 

but the same you write it. How it sits it is the letter G with it is the letter W it controls how they are 

mentioned. 

 

Page 4G-19n 

Look at the eighteenth page! Read it the words! 

It is the letter G with it is the letter W how together they sit it is the word canoe, not you do say like thus 

you say G with it is the letter W how together they sit it is the word pig. 

It is the letter G with it is the letter W how together they sit it is the word swallow, not you do say the same 

letters how together they sit it is the word card. 

Not you do say G with it is the letter W how together they sit it is the word sucker like thus you say the 

same letters how together they sit it is the word canoe. 

How it is the letter G sits together it is the letter W thye are bossed how thus you say them. Read it is the 

words how they are written on the eighteenth page and you will know it is true. 

It is the letter G with it is the letter W differently you mention them how when differently they sit in First 

Nation words but the same you write them. 

The same letters you write for it is the letters how they are missing on the eighteenth page. 

Now read the words and write each letter how each he is missing. 

 

Page 4G-20n 

Each thought how it is written here it is the first letter it is a big letter but the rest of them it is they are 

small letters. 

 

Page 4G-21n 

Write it is the letters how not they sit in each word! 

 

Page 4G-22n 

Write it is the letters how not they sit in each word! 
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Page 4G-23n 

Read how what it is written on this page! 

Remember this! Each thought how it is written it is the first letter it is a big letter but the rest of the letters it 

is they are small letters. 

 

Page 4G-24n 

Again let’s read words! 

 


